Quick Note
Complementary and Supplementary Angles

My daughter had a resource she worked through with the definitions of complementary and supplementary
angles. I realize that I should probably provide you with a quick refresher just in case! 😊

Two angles are supplementary if the sum of their measures is 180°. Here is an example:

Two angles are complementary if the sum of their measures is 90°. Here is an example:

Use the diagram to the right to answer each question.
∠ D and ∠ A are supplementary, so ∠ D + ∠ ____A__ = 180°
∠ C and ∠ B are supplementary, so ∠ C + ∠ B = 180°
∠ A and ∠ B are complementary, so ∠ A + ∠ B = 90°

If ∠D is 120° what is ∠A? 60°
If ∠B is 30° what is ∠A? 60°

A
B

D
C

Name: ______________________________
Complementary and Supplementary Angles

Two angles are supplementary if the sum of their measures is _____________. Complete the picture below:

Two angles are complementary if the sum of their measures is _____________. Complete the picture below:

Use the diagram to the right to answer each question.
∠ ______ and ∠ ______ are supplementary, so ∠ ______ + ∠ ______ = _________
∠ ______ and ∠ ______ are supplementary, so ∠ ______ + ∠ ______ = _________
∠ ______ and ∠ ______ are complementary, so ∠ ______ + ∠ ______ = _________

If ∠D is 120° what is ∠A? ______________

A
B

D
C

If ∠B is 30° what is ∠A? ______________

Use the diagram to the right to answer each question.
What is the measure of ∠G? ______________

G

If ∠H is 35° what is the measure of ∠G + ∠H? ______________
What is the measure of ∠I? ______________

I

H

Draw a 90° angle on the
protractor to the right. Use a
ruler and a red marker or
colored pencil.
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Name: ______________________________
Complementary and Supplementary Angles
Two angles are complementary if the sum of their measures is _____________. Which angles below (right) are
complementary? ________ and ________
Which angle below is a right angle? ________
Two angles are supplementary if the sum of their measures is _____________.
Which angles below are supplementary? ________ and ________
Use the diagram to the right to answer each question.

L

What is measure of ∠L? ______________

K

If ∠J is 35° what is the measure of ∠K? ______________
What is the measure of ∠M? ______________

J

What is the measure of ∠N? ______________

Q

Use the diagram to the left to answer each question.

R

P
T

If ∠P is 30° and ∠R is 100° what is the measure of ∠Q? ______________

S

What is the measure of ∠S? ______________
What is the measure of ∠T? ______________

Draw a 30° angle opening to the left.

Draw a 100° angle opening to the right.

Draw a 45° angle opening to the right.

Draw a 140° angle opening to the left.
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Name: ______________________________
Complementary and Supplementary Angles
Create a drawing in the space below with two supplementary angles
with one angle approximately 70°.

Create a drawing in the space below with two complementary angels
with one angle approximately 10°.

If ∠U is 27° what is ∠V? ______________

W
V
U

What do you know about ∠G and ∠H? _______________________________________________
What do you know about ∠G and ∠I? _______________________________________________ Why? _________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

G

H
J

I

Use the diagram to the right to answer each question.
If ∠A is 15° and ∠Y is 36° what is the measure of

Z A

∠B ______________
∠X ______________

Y
X

D

B
C

∠Z ______________
∠C ______________
∠D ______________
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Name: ______________________________
Complementary and Supplementary Angles
Use the diagram to the left to answer the questions.
∠ ______ and ∠ ______ are supplementary.
∠ ______ and ∠ ______ are complementary
∠ ______ and ∠ ______ are supplementary.
If ∠F is 69° what is ∠E? ______________

F
E

G

What is ∠G? ______________
What is ∠H? ______________

H

If ∠J is 26° what are the measures of the other angles?
∠K ______________
∠L ______________
∠M ______________

J

K
M

L

On the protractor below make a 33° angle:
On the protractor below make a 108° angle:

On the protractor below make a 142° angle:

On the protractor below make a 54° angle:
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You might also want to check out some of our resources pages above
(such as our Science, Language Arts, or History Units Resource Pages)
which have links to dozens of posts. You might want to join our free
Homeschool Den Chat Facebook group. Don’t forget to check out Our
Store as well.
Be sure to check out our store for more of our packets!
http://homeschoolden.com/store/

Science: We ♥love♥ hands on activities. We have packets on Earth Space Science, Simple Machines, the
States of Matter, Electricity and Circuits STEM unit, Cells Unit, Human Body Systems, the Digestive System,
the Ocean, World Animals, Animal Characteristics, Dinosaurs and more!!

History

Math – Including place value, addition & subtraction packets and our 175+ page bundle of multiplication
packets with games, skip counting activities, multiplication fact worksheets and more (12 pdfs!)

Be sure to check out our store for more of our
packets! http://homeschoolden.com/store/
Spelling

Here are just some of the packets we have available:
Earth Science Packet (150 pages)

A Study of Cells (70 pages)

Human Body Systems (25 pages)

Human Body Systems

Digestive System Packet

World Facts Packet – Landform & Geographic Features,
World Landmarks and More!

Chemistry Packet

Plus, many others science packets as well as various history packets from the Age
of Exploration to the Middle Ages, Renaissance/Reformation, Oregon Trail and
more!

And we have hundreds of other free resources on our website as well! 😊
~Liesl
homeschoolden.com

